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The German experts with the Ukrainian delegation in Wustrau
Ukraine
From 14 to 19 May 2018, a delegation from the Ministry of Justice for Ukraine was invited by the IRZ to
attend a working conference on the implementation of the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of
International Child Abduction (HCCA) in Wustrau and Berlin.
Following on from the conference led by the IRZ last year on the “HCCA and Mediation”, this event
focussed on the necessary changes to national Ukrainian legislation in connection with the
implementation of the HCCA.
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The delegation was made up of the head of the department responsible for international agreements,
Tamara Andriieva, the responsible section head, Olha Zozulia, and other representatives from the
Ukrainian Ministry of Justice. The Ministry for Social Affairs and other authorities affected by the
implementation of the HCCA, such as the National Border Service, the legal service of the Supreme
Court and the National Police, were also involved.
From the German side, the German Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection (BMJV) was
represented by Simon Trost and the German Federal Office of Justice, the main authority responsible for
the HCCA, was represented by Christian Höhn. The liaison magistrate for the HCCA, Martina ErbKlünemann, a judge at the Local Court of Hamm, also attended the conference.
The event offered an opportunity for participants to discuss the proposed changes set out in the draft
agreement. Following on from the expert discussions with their German colleagues, who reported on the
German experience of implementing the HCCA and on the relevant legal regulations, the members of the
delegation devoted themselves to working in more depth on their draft texts.
To round off the working week, further concluding talks were held at the BMJV, attended by two heads of
division, Senior Government Official Dr. Nicola Wenzel and Chief of Department, Dr. Matthias Heger.
In the past, this German-Ukrainian meeting has led to definitive practical progress in the settlement of
child abduction cases in accordance with the HCCA, offering the potential for a direct exchange of
expertise between the authorities and people concerned. The work on the changes to legislation should
make a further contribution to the effective implementation of the HCCA in Ukraine.
Ukraine
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On 26 and 27 June 2017 the IRZ organised a sem inar on the Hague Convention {HCCA) in Kiev.
The event covered civil aspects of internationa l child abduction. lt was organised in

Dr. Stefan Hülshörster

cooperation w ith the Ukrainian Association of Judges and was financed with funds from the
Federal Foreign Office. lt addressed in particular judges who also travelled to this seminar
from the various regions of Ukraine.
In contrast to Germany, there has been no specialisation of the courts in the HCCA in Ukraine
so far, which means that basically every j udge can be confronted with a case of international
child abduction.
The objective of the two-day seminar was therefore to give t he participants a clearer insight
into how to practically implement the Hague Convention and also to provide a systematic
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structure for solutions based on specific cases.
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With this event, the IRZ is continuing its import.ant cooperation on this topic, and it can rely
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on the continuous support by the Federal Office of Justice, this time represented by Ulrike
Kluth, in organising this kind of events.
The local court judge Martina Erb-Klünemann took part as German expert again. She has
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been the German liaison judge for many years and has already participated in many seminars
on this topic in Ukraine. Therefore she has seen the progress made in Ukraine in this area over
the past few years and can give an informed assessment. Unfortunately, no liaison judge has
been appointed in Ukraine so far. However, this is to take place as soon as possible in orderto
make the international cooperation in th is area easier.
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The representat ives of the Ukrainian Ministry of Justice attending the event asked for further
support from t heir Germ an counterparts with rega rd to the potential introduction of an
implementation law on the HCCA in Ukraine. and they also favoured a continued cooperation
on the application of the HCCA.
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Expert discussions on the HCCA at a ministerial level already took place in Wustrau earlier this
year. Theywere held as part of the cooperation agreement between the Ukrainian Ministry of
Justice and the German Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection: Seminarof a
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delegation of the Ukrainian Ministry of Justice in Wustrau dealing with mediation in the
context of the HCCA {LIN K) .
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